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1. Empirics: Methodology
Objective: Finding dose-response functions for climate impacts

Figure from Carleton et al. (2016) 3
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aim: finding dose-response functions that describe how social outcome variables depend on climate variables. Climate = expected distributionWeather = realized eventsResponses mediated physically or through belief effects



1. Empirics: Climate and wealth

Montesquieu (1748): “There are countries where the excess of heat … 
renders men so slothful and dispirited …”

• Cross-country studies: 
Warmer countries are 
poorer (Nordhaus 2006)

• Is this causal? 
 Establishing causality 
hard due to unobserved 
heterogeneity

Figure from Nordhaus (2006) 4
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- One may also mention Acemoglu et al. (2001) here: Based on an instrumental variable (past settler mortality) approach, they show how today‘s income differences indirectly depend on (past) climate throgh institutions. These results are subject to controversy, e.g. Albouy (2012)



1. Empirics: Causality

• Identification of characteristic social 
responses (micro level)

• Panel methods allow for causal 
identification

• Societies may or may not recover and adapt 
over time

• Response to weather not sufficient to know 
climate impacts 
 Adaptation

Figure from Carleton et al. (2016) 5
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Define a measure for weather events (much progress in recent years has come from more relevant summary measures of the high-dimensional weather data)Find the characteristic societal response (through panel model with fixed effects)As weather is exogenous, weather shocks can be considered “natural experiments”Given a reasonable model of the process, this may allow for identification many people would call causal.The characteristic response can have different shapes, can be persistent or not: See right hand panel. 



2. Main findings

Non-linear climate impacts found 
across sectors

Figure from Carleton et al. (2016) 6
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There are direct and indirect impacts, here we show some exemplary indirect ones onlyFigure by Bohra-Mishra (2014): In Indonesia, changing temperature influences migration between provinces. Interestingly, natural disasters no not influence migration.  Suggests economic motives for migration.Figure by Auffhammer (2015): Electricity demand in the USFigure by Schlenker & Roberts: Crop yields decline above a temperature threshold	



2. Main findings: Aggregate estimates

Aggregate estimates much larger than 
bottom-up studies suggest: 

What explains the difference?

Hypothesis:
Direct impacts on human physiology 
& economic growth 

Figure from Burke et al. (2015) 7
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Burke / Dell suggest much larger damages than the sum of bottom-up, sectoral impacts, e.g.  Hsiang (2017) or DICESome sectors missing? Growth effects? Direct impacts on human physiology? Hypothesis: There are a) significant direct impacts on human physiology and there may be b) growth impacts. a) may partly explain b).



2. Main findings: Direct impacts
Direct impacts on human physiology: 

a) Discomfort, morbidity, mortality

Figure from Carleton et al. (2016) 8
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Untilnow, most impacts considered are indirect.Direct effects on human physiology are not included in IAMsGuo et al. (2014) mortality impacts: “Remarkably, mortality responses are highly consistent across contexts, when “hot” and “cold” conditions are defined relative to what populations are accustomed to, suggesting that populations cope with regional climates in a consistent way.”



2. Main findings: Direct impacts

b) Cognitive ability, task performance

• Adaptation far from perfect:
• Call centers (India)
• Vehicle production (USA)

 Impacts labor supply 
and productivity

Figure: Seppanen et al. (2006) 9
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Figure from Seppanen et al. (2006):  Task performance for cognitive tasks, meta-study: 2% performance decline for 1°C more above 25 °C. Meta-study comprised of lab and field studies.



3. Growth effects: Human capital formation
Impacts on education and health

 Human capital formation affected?

Figures from Carleton et al. (2016) 10
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Many studies show climate impacts on health and education.The long-term impact on human capital formation depends on adaptation.Figure from Graff-Zivin et al.(2015):  Find significant immediate effects of heat on educational achievements, but small long-term impacts, which they explain by adaptive behavior – but the study is for the US only)Figure by Antilla-Hughes et al (2012): Cumulative female infant mortality due to tropical cyclone exposure. Suggests channel for long term development impacts (as tropical cyclone exposure is expected to intensify under climate change)



3. Growth effects: Long term
If human capital formation (labor productivity growth) affected

 high long-term economic damages 

Figure from Piontek et al. (2017) 11
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Assumption here: human capital formation = labor productivity growth. But his makes sense, right?Piontek et al. figure: Labor productivity growth damages have much larger impact than other channels.



3. Growth effects: Adaptation
Long-term economic growth and welfare effects crucially depend on 
adaptation:

• Societal change (preferences)
• Migration
• Structural change, potential for maladaptation (Kalkuhl et al., 2016)

• Trade
• Technical adaptation measures and their limits

 Successful adaptation requires right incentives, rational planning, 
financing, strong institutions and risk sharing.
 Long term growth effects are a research challenge
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Examples:Preferences: Shift to different diet, or less travel. Migration: common reaction , but can societies cope with the increased heterogeneity?Structural change: Structural change may in- or decrease the climate damage, depending on relative labor productivities between sectors (Kalkuhl et al. 2016)Trade: often an effective means of smoothing demand or supply shocks Technical adaptation: Dikes, air conditioning, urban engineering. But there may of course be limits, e.g. at some ambient temperature Nota bene on adaptation from Carleton et al (2016). They find “adaptation gaps” in many cases, suggesting that effective adaptation is hard.



4. Social cost of carbon
Social cost of carbon (SCC) =  damages due to an additional emission in 
monetary terms
• Relevant in regulatory contexts (United States especially)
• Determined by

• Climate impact estimates (descriptive) 
• Societal preferences, e.g. for equity across nations, generations, 

and income classes (normative)
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- The SCC is determined by descriptive elements (delta C), but also by normative choices (welfare weights)



4. Social cost of carbon: Impact estimates
Growth damages increase optimal near-term mitigation

Figure from Schultes et al., forthcoming

 Need for modeling based on micro findings 
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Current results suggest strong growth damages, and a large effect on optimal near-term mitigation (optimal carbon prices and emissions) As the uncertainty is high, urgent need for better models based on micro-economic findings. (Hsiang et al. (2017) points the way) 



4. Social cost of carbon: Inequalities 

Three sources of inequality matter:
• Existing national and international income inequalities
• Climate impacts often regressive, as

• poor countries warmer 
• adaptation harder when poor
• the poor work in more exposed sectors
• poor areas exposed to higher pollution

• Climate policy itself can be regressive or progressive

 If inequalities are not addressed by redistribution, they strongly 
influence optimal climate policy

15



4. Social cost of carbon: Influence of inequality
Dennig et al. (2015):

Models often operate on coarse scale
with global/regional representative
agent

• subnational inequality in income
and damages: no transfers

• Equal regional consumption: 
unlimited, first-best transfers
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We introduce:Abitrary transfers on household level by national institutions, differ from globally optimal transfers.



4. Social cost of carbon: National institutions
1. Global governance level: determines optimal climate policy

with national optimal carbon taxes without international 
transfers

2. National governance level: determination of distribution
between households 𝑗𝑗 in country
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4. Social cost of carbon: Numerical example
Not addressing in-country inequalities strongly increases the SCC. 
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Numerical model based on Dennig et al. 2015Calibrated model with sub-national heterogeneity12 world regionsDamages fall overproportionally on poorRich USA does substantially more than poor IndiaEffort increases if damages to poor are not compensated by national institutions



4. Social cost of carbon: Inequalities
National:
• Implementation of climate policy into fiscal and tax policy decisive for 

efficiency and distributional impacts (Siegmeier et al. 2015) 
• Revenue from climate policy can eliminate regressive effects of 

climate policy (Klenert et al., 2016)

International:
• International transfers influence optimal climate policy (Kornek et al., 

2017)

19



Conclusions
• Advances in causal inference allow identifying climate impacts
• Direct impacts on human physiology
• Economic growth may be impacted, adaptation is key
 Need for better long-term modeling

• Social cost of carbon as central measure of impacts
• Inequalities and social preferences strongly influence SCC and 

optimal climate policies
 Science should not only provide numbers, but also embrace 
multiple perspectives on justice and fairness.
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Aus dem DFG Vortag uebernommen: Die Wissenschaft sollte nicht nur Zahlen bieten, sondern plurale normative Perspektiven zu Gerechtigkeit und Fairness: intra- und intergenerationell, national und international.
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